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Abstract
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a cancer with increasing incidence in the USA
and high mortality rate. HCC is often difficult to treat due to underlying comorbidities such as cirrhosis. However, the application of loco-regional thermal ablation using radio frequency (RF) and trans-arterial embolization with chemotherapy (TACE)
or without (TAE) has shown promising results in the treatment of patients not amenable to surgical resection or liver transplantation. Conventionally, RF and TAE are
performed in two separated sessions or two steps and often RF ablation is performed
percutaneously. However, no consensus has been reached regarding the ideal interval
between the two treatments. In this article, we discuss the feasibility and benefits of a
single-step TAE in combination with laparoscopic RF ablation in one operative session. We also present a case where this procedure has been successfully performed
demonstrating its feasibility. We suggest that the use of laparoscopic RF ablation in
the same surgical session as TAE is feasible and potentially offers several advantages
over the two-step process that is usually performed with embolization followed by
percutaneous RF with a long time interval. In this article we discuss such advantages.
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1. Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the third leading cause of cancer-related mortality
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worldwide [1] [2] [3]. Along with HCC’s frequent association with chronic liver diseases and cirrhosis, its indolent nature and the consequent late diagnosis pose a significant
challenge in the treatment.
The choice of treatment for HCC is based on the degree of liver damage, the number
and location of tumors, tumor size and patient’s physical status [4] [5]. Surgical resection and liver transplantation are the definitive cures in the operable cases, which unfortunately, excludes the majority of HCC patients [5]. A combination of locoregional
therapies relying mainly on imaging guidance for targeting of the tumor, including
percutaneous, laparoscopic and catheter based techniques, has been used with comparable survival to surgery in small size tumors [6] [7] [8] [9]. However, these procedures
usually take place in a two-step manner with trans-arterial embolization (TAE) or
trans-arterial chemo-embolization (TACE), usually followed by percutaneous RF ablation a few weeks to months later [7] [8] [10] [11] [12]. In addition to the possible complications of percutaneous RF such as pneumothorax, intraperitoneal bleeding and incomplete target acquisition, these multistep procedures require multiple hospitalizations, tests, anesthesia, prolonged recovery time and increased costs. A minimally invasive surgical approach, laparoscopic RF has also been used and offers several advantages over the percutaneous route [13] [14]. We hypothesize that a possible alternative
method would be performing the TAE or TACE and laparoscopic RF simultaneously in
a single step or single session with the advantages of shortening length of the treatment,
lowering cost, and potentially increasing the efficacy of the treatment. At this time, there
are only few reports of the application of these modalities in one-step and have been
only reported to be performed all percutaneously [12] [15] [16] [17].
In our practice, we perform RF ablation of HCC lesions surgically using the laparoscopic minimally invasive approach. This approach allows for obtaining a better tumor
staging since the surgeon can visualize and biopsying small sub-capsular lesions or peritoneal tumor implants not otherwise visible via CT or MRI imaging. Furthermore, the
laparoscopic approach reduces the risk of hemorrhage allowing cauterization of bleeding under direct visualization and limits thermal injury of adjacent structures and organs because the insufflation of CO2 to induce pneumo-peritoneum creates a physical
separation between these structures and the liver. Moreover, it has been shown that
surgical ultrasound (US) guided RF ablation might offer an improved targeting of the
lesion compared to a percutaneous approach as reported in the literature [18] [19] [20].
In this report, we presented our experience using a single step, surgical laparoscopic
approach with tans-arterial embolization and RF ablation of the liver tumor in a patient
who did not qualify for liver transplant or liver resection.

2. Case Description
A 62-year-old male with liver cirrhosis secondary to chronic HCV (Hepatitis C virus),
history of nephrectomy due to a gunshot wound and recent history of shortness of breath
suspected interstitial lung disease and pulmonary hypertension had a 5 cm lesion in segment VII of his liver and elevated levels of alpha fetoprotein (AFP). Triple phase CT scan
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was equivocal for contrast enhancement and washout. MR study with and without contrast confirmed an equivocal enhancement pattern. Patient liver function tests (summarized in Table 1) and other lab values revealed a total bilirubin of 2.7 mg/dl, Child Pugh
score of 7 and MELD score of 11. Patient underwent laparoscopy and HCC was confirmed with intraoperative US guided biopsy of the lesion. While the patient was anesthetized in the operating room, TAE of the lesion was performed from a femoral approach
cannulating the celiac artery and the tertiary arteries supplying the tumor using 8 metallic
micro-coils (3 × 2 mm) by the vascular surgery team. Once the TAE procedure was completed, laparoscopic RF ablation of the lesion was performed immediately after using RF
interstitial tissue ablation (RITA; Starburst system; Angiodynamics) for a 6 cm area under
Ultra sound US guidance. The postoperative course was uneventful. The LFTs temporarily increased after surgery and returned to baseline values after 5 days. The patient was
discharged from the hospital 72 hours after the procedure. At one month follow up after
surgery, the patient had stable LFTs that remained similar to preoperative baseline levels
(Table 1). Additional follow up was not performed by the surgical team due to transferring the patient to another service and location.

3. Discussion
HCC is an aggressive neoplasm, with highly neo-angiogenic activity, heavily dependent
on arterial blood supply and resilient to currently available chemotherapeutic agents.
Only a small percentage of patients are amenable to transplantation or surgical resection. According to current guideline, when these tumors are not treatable with these
methods, different modalities have been utilized based on number, size and the extent
of the tumor growth as well as liver function and reserve [5] [21]. RF has been established as one of the most promising loco-regional therapies for treating early stage
HCC [22] [23]. RF ablation is performed advancing a special electrode into the tumor
under US, CT or MRI guidance this can be achieved either percutaneously or laparoscopically. The major constrain of percutaneous RF is the limitation in target acquisition
(i.e. lack of direct visualization of tumors and limited accessibility to certain tumor locations, such as the dome of the liver or caudate lobe) and possible complications associated
with it (pneumothorax, pleural effusion, neoplastic seeding etc.) [13]. These factors may
be also responsible for the variation in the rate of recurrences [24] [25] [26] [27]. The
advantages of laparoscopic RF are several and include the direct visualization, better
access improving target acquisition, accurate hemostasis, separation of structures to
reduce thermal injury, and better staging of the disease by direct visual and US examination of the liver and peritoneum, which allows biopsy of suspicious lesions and also
Table 1. Pre and Post operative Patients liver function tests up to 30 days after surgery.
Liver Function tests

Pre-op

SURGERY

Day 1+

Day 2+

3+

Day 30+

Total Bilirubin (mg/dl)

2.1

2.7

2.5

2.6

3.4

2.1

AST (Ref: 13 - 40 U/L)

172

147

257

611

397

90

ALT (Ref: 9 - 51 U/L)

31

44

53

98

77

36
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treating the new lesions all intra-operatively [14] [18] [19] [20].
A 0.5 to 2 cm safety margin ablation around the tumor has been suggested to reduce
the risk of recurrence [28]. Therefore, the application of RF ablation in larger lesions
(>3 cm) has shown possible limitations in achieving full necrosis of the tumor especially at the periphery [29] [30]. However, the currently available probes used for RF can
obtain an area of ablation up to 7 cm (Starburst, RITA) suggesting that even larger lesions can be treated. Since ablative treatments using RF have been recently reported to
be comparable to resection for tumor control, in some cases RF treatments can be considered a curative treatment [22] [31].
No consensus exists on the time interval between combined TAE and RF ablation.
Studies in animal models suggest that simultaneous TAE and RF increase tumor necrosis
area comparing to longer intervals [32] [33] [34]. The method of combining TACE/TAE
and percutaneous RF in a single step to obtain the optimum synergistic effects has been
reported to reduce the recurrence rate compared to either modality separately in humans [8] [11] [12] [35]. Additionally, patients have benefitted from increased survival
rates with nearly similar adverse effects to either of these modalities alone [31].
Based on these data, one-step approach with a combination of TAE (or TACE) with
laparoscopic RF should offer the over mentioned advantages and potentially allow extending the current limits of the ablation area thereby increasing the size of tumor that
can be treated. Embolization by vascular occlusion of the arterial supply of the tumor area
also increases the effect of thermal ablation because of reduced heat sink effect [32].
This is particularly important for cirrhotic patients since the functional reserve is limited. Anatomic surgical resection (lobectomy) of the tumor will inevitably lead to removing significant amount of functional tissue increasing the risk of liver failure.
Therefore, functional parenchyma should be spared as much as possible and laparoscopic RF ablation can safely accomplish that while efficiently destroying the tumor tissue. This proposed minimally invasive laparoscopic single-step TAE plus RF approach
has the potential advantage to destroy even large tumors while preserving most of the
parenchyma, and could be an alternative approach for HCC treatment over conventional resection.
Currently, these procedures are performed by surgeons or interventional radiologists
and usually in a multistep approach scheduled at different sessions. The time from diagnosis to treatment by this multistep method can take weeks or months, a delay that
might lead to further tumor progression [16] [17].
Recently, it has been shown that these procedures can be safely performed in single-step approach using the percutaneous route [16] [17] However, the percutaneous
approach is associated with the limitations previously described. Therefore, we evaluated the feasibility of a similar approach using the laparoscopic technique.
In the case reported hereto, we did not encounter surgical or technical limitations to
perform TAE and RF in a single surgical session. The patient tolerated the procedures
well and was discharged from the hospital in 72 hours with only a transient elevation of
the liver function tests that returned to baseline shortly after and remained stable. This
982
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case reported demonstrates the feasibility of this single step, multimodality laparoscopic approach as an option in the management of HCC.

4. Conclusion
Single-step TAE (or TACE) and RF management of HCC in cirrhotic patients may
confer a faster, more efficient and cost-effective method compared to the current multistep practice. We believe that the laparoscopic route of accomplishing this one step
modality offers additional benefits and we have shown that it is feasible. However, additional studies to demonstrate these advantages and a possible survival benefit of single-step TAE (or TACE) in combination with laparoscopic RF compared to a percutaneous approach should be entertained.
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